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Across
1 Outspoken athlete and life
peer, doing time, fall together
(8)
5 Organise male, 32, for
example (6)
9 Smuggling genuine pot is
made relatively beneficial (8)
10 Sweetens Alan and Ray
Robinson? (6)
12 Cold electrician loses head (5)
13 Liver transplant? I came in for
a drug that reduces enzyme
activity (9)
14 Checked around - she says it
didn't happen (6)

23 Agreed on a fruity drink (9)

7 What an actor has isolated (5)

25 Warning: Spoonerism,
reversal, hidden word (5)

8 Put out, made a big effort to
welcome son (8)

26 Members of cast rally around
stars (6)
27 Not worried about meeting
heartless judge (8)
28 Cut physical activity without
hesitation (6)
29 Discard what might be
happening when you put
another dime in the jukebox,
baby (8)
Down
1 Able to mimic starter (6)

16 Laura's erratically taking drug,
most of the time (2,1,4)

2 Wanting the view of a
narcissist (9)

19 Mad OAP thrown out,
reputation in tatters, becoming
more insane (7)

3 Absent-minded? Scratch the
head and become spiteful (5)

21 Has recovered from party to
perform excessively (6)

6 Outline a stupid place (9)

4 File does less work? (7)

11 Hear about bird (4)
15 I serenade girl to clarify things
- I use this (9)
17 Soft throws may be smelly (9)
18 Secretly constrain Nova test
drive change (8)
20 Interpreted freehand evenly
(4)
21 The centre-left is following
dramatic musical work (7)
22 Work experience student
removed damaged mail from
Italian football team (6)
24 Father abandons desperate
caper (5)
25 Four points in a row brushed
aside (5)

